Sloshed In Sitges: FUK Easter Migration 2023
First UK Full Moon H3 trip to Sitges, Nr Barcelona
Thurs 6th-Mon 10th April 2023
Once again the FUKFMH3 gang are off to foreign parts to celebrate the ties between Easter
and the Full Moon. This year we’re heading to Sitges, Nr Barcelona for some Easter warmth,
and those reasonable Spanish bar prices! We had a Gay old time there 5 years ago.
The weekend is a do it yourself event, and all are welcome. There is no upfront fee, although
there will be moderate charges when we are there to cover essentials!
If you fancy joining us you need to :
a) Book your own flight to Barcelona from an airport to suit yourself
b) Book yourself into the Hash hotel. The recommended hotel is Hotel Platjador,
(Passeig de la Ribera, 35, 08870 Sitges, Barcelona, Spain) although there are plenty of
nearby alternatives such as Hotel Subur also on Passeig de la Ribera.
c) Email Tops and Windsock (windsock@btinternet.com) to let us know that you are
coming.
Key dates are Maundy Thursday 6th April (Full Moon) – Easter Monday 10th April.
However some of us will be there from Tuesday (or earlier), and staying later.
Trails will accommodate both runners, and the less athletic, and there will be plenty of beer
stops to keep everyone refreshed. Although not fully planned yet we intend to have a local
trail Thursday night, Friday trail in the hills, Saturday Hash in Barcelona (via train), possibly
joint with Barcelona Hash, and Easter Sunday will be a hangover local trail. Trail lengths will
be to suit all abilities, with full blown runs, as well as short walking/taxi options! Last year’s
Faro event was enjoyed by all, and we hope to make this year even better.
Hotels Platjador (http://en.hotelsitges.com/) or Subur (https://www.hotelsubur.com) (or
booking.com) Three star hotels located in one of the best places in Sitges, beachfront and
downtown location at the same time. The train station is only 350 meters far from the hotel,
and major bus stops are closer. There is a choice of bedroom sizes and costs.
Barcelona Airport
There are 2 terminals with Easy Jet and Ryanair using T2, whilst BA and Iberia use T1. The
two terminals are 4km apart but there is a free shuttle service. The train is the best option
for T2: You need to get a train one stop to El Prat de Lobregat (towards Barcelona), and then
go the other way to Sitges. Total journey approx 40 mins. Get a Zone 3 T10 multi-person
ticket for €27.40 which is good for 10 journeys between Barcelona and Sitges or 5 journeys
for 2 people etc. For T1 use the Monobus to Sitges, (approx 30 mins) and costs €7.00 from
the driver
Flights
Flights are now available on Easyjet (Gatwick), and more choices will come soon.
Book up now and come and join us! You know it make sense.
4 Signed up already.

ON ON Windsock & Tops
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